
 First of all, a sewing machine 

and all the basic sewing material 

(thread, scissors, pins, needles...). 

A seam ripper and zipper press for the 

sewing machine would also be great.

 For the outer fabric you’ll 

need a sturdy material, like canvas. 

For the lining a thin cotton with a 
nice pattern will do. Interfacing 
will help stiffen the fabric in some 

places (make sure it’s fusible, so it 

can de fixed to the fabric with the 

iron). For the padding I use polyes-
ter wadding, not very thick. An old 
leather belt and thick stiff cotton 
ribbon. A small (15cm) zipper. 5mm 

screws with their corresponding nuts. 
Metal rings and snap hooks - I used 
brass ones, but it’s ultimately your 

choice.

 I also used thicker thread for 
all visible seams, as decoration.
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WHat you’ll need



BODY //front

Take two of the front pieces and 

pin them together with the 

right-side facing in. Sew along a 

line 1,5cm from the border.

Open the newly sewn piece and 

press the seam inwards.

Take the next piece and pin it to 

the previous one, again with the 

right-side facing in. Sew along a 

line 1,5cm from the border.

Open the piece and press the seam 

inwards.

Turn the piece around and sew 

over the pressed seams using the 

decorative thread on the 

right-side.

Cut the interfacing and iron it 

on the lower part of the piece, on 

the wrong-side of the fabric. 



BASEBODY //back
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repeat twice

Take the two pieces of 

the back and pin them 

together with the 

right-side facing in. 

Sew along a line 1,5cm 

from the border.

Open the newly sewn 

piece and press the seam 

upwards.

Cut the interfacing and 

iron it on the lower 

part of the piece, on 

the wrong-side of the 

fabric.

Turn the piece around 

and sew over the pressed 

seam using the decora-

tive thread, on the 

right-side.

 

Take the two pieces of 

the base and pin them 

together with the 

right-side facing in. 

Sew along a line 1,5cm 

from the border.

Open the newly sewn 

piece and press the seam 

in the middle.

Turn it around, fold it 

and press the seam well. 

Then sew along it with 

decorative thread.

Repeat all these steps 

with the other two 

pieces of the base. 

Position the two base 

pieces on the front and 

back pieces of the bag 

as shown on the drawing 

to the right. 

Sew with decorative 

thread on the places 

shown (no great need for 

accuracy hear), but make 

sure you leave the last 

1,5cm of the base free.

 



POCKET

*

*

Take the two strips, 

fold them and press them 

to have them ready for 

later.

Mark a rectangle the 

length of the zipper 

where you want the 

pocket opening to be. 

Make it a little wider 

than the zipper teeth to 

make it easier to sew.

Cut only along the black 

dashed lines shown on 

the right. Then fold the 

pieces inwards and press 

them well.

Place the pocket front 

piece in the right posi-

tion of the opening, 

with the zipper already 

pinned behind it. Secure 

the two pieces onto the 

bag front with more 

pins. 

Make sure you use the 

zipper press for this 

next step, it will be 

much easier. 

Sew around the opening 

with decorative thread. 

Take your time.

Use the seam ripper to 

open the initial seam 

and reveal the zipper.

Now pin the back piece 

of the pocket to the 

front piece and sew 

along the perimeter. 

Take care not to sew it 

onto the bag front too.

Pin the two front 

pieces, right-side 

facing in and mark the 

length of the zipper 

(only the teeth) to know 

where to double stitch.

Sew along the line, re-

membering to double 

stitch. Later this seam 

will be opened, so it’s 

important that the 

double stitching be 

strong enough to hold 

it.

Open it and press the 

seam in the middle. 

Pin the two strips on 

both sides of the future 

opening, on the 

wrong-side. 

The right-side of the 

fabric will face into 

the pocket, so these 

strips will prevent any 

sliver of wrong-side 

fabric showing from out-

side the bag. 

Cut the interfacing and 

press it to the back 

piece of the pocket, on 

the wrong-side.



1,5cm

BODY

With more and more layers piling 

on top of one another, sewing 

will become a bit harder. Go 

slower if you need to and take 

your time pinning the pieces to-

gether to avoid mistakes.

Take two body bag pieces and pin 

them together, right-side facing 

in. You are going to sew along the 

sides only nad NOT to the end. 

Stop sewing approximately before 

the 1,5cm allowance of the base, 

as indicated on the right-hand 

drawing. 

This part might be tricky. 

Pin the base bottom to the base 

pieces that are already sewn onto 

the bag. I suggest you start from 

the middle point of the shortest 

side, since it corresponds with 

the side seam. Align the middle 

point of the two base pieces with 

that of the base bottom long side 

too. Then pin towards the cor-

ners. Some surplus fabric will 

accumulate here, so just create 

tiny folds along the rounded cor-

ners to sew over later.

Finally, sew it carefully. The 

round corners look more difficult 

than they acctually are. If you 

go slowly, there should be no 

problem.



15cm

side view top view

one of each side 

of the ring, so they

doen’t slide along 

the belt.

BODY

Now its time to close the bag body 

at last. Push the base into the 

bag to make sure you don’t sew on 

it next. Finish sewing along the 

bottom of the bag body.

With the bag body fully sewn and 

still inside-out, fold the lower 

corners until you have a similar 

figure to the right-hand drawing. 

Sew along the line. This will 

make the bottom of the bag into a 

rectangle. There is no need to 

cut off the triangles, the seam 

will be stronger this way. 

You can  turn it over now. 

At this point you can attach the 

old leather belt to the mid-part 

of the bag. Since my belt had no 

buckle left, I had to close it 

with a screw and nut. If yours is 

whole, just use the buckle. You 

will have to make some extra 

holes on it, preferably with a 

leather hole punch. Mark the po-
sition of the holes on the fabric 

and make a small cut with the 

scissors. Slide the rings into 

the belt before “screwing” it to 

the bag.



PADDING RiGid base

By now you should have something 

like this.

Slip the rigid base (I used a 

polycarbonate sheet) through the 

opening left in the back of the 

base. Accommodate it and when you 

are sure it’s the right size and 

shape, stitch the back with deco-

rative thread.

For the padding, I suggest you 

measure the resuting bottom and 

sides - these my differ a bit from 

the initial ones after so much 

sewing, that’s way I didn’t in-

clude specific measures before. 

The amount and thickness of the 

padding is up to you. I used 2 

layers of 2mm polyester wadding 

only. I fixed it with fusible 
seam strips to avoid stitches, 

which would show on the outside.



15cm
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Lining

The difficult part is over. 

What’s left will be a piece of 

cake.

Take the lining pieces and pin 

then together, right-side facing 

in. Sew along three of the sides, 

leaving a 1,5cm allowance, as 

always.

Just like before with the bag 

body, fold the lower corners 

until you have a similar figure 

to the right-hand drawing. Sew 

along the line. Don´t cut off the 

triangles, the seam will be 

stronger this way. 

Finally, with the lining all sewn 

and the right-side of the fabric 

towards the inside, fold about 

1,5cm outwards and press well.



Repeat the folding and pressing, 

this time with the bag body and 

folding the rim inwards.

Place the lining inside and pin 

it to the bag body rim.

Now sew along with decorative 

thread.

Pin the ribbon on the inside, all 

along the rim and sew again, 

about half a cm under the first 

stitching line.



STRAP

Almost done!

Pin the pieces for the strap to-

gether, right-side facing in. Sew 

the long sides only. Now turn it 

inside-out (this may require some 

patience).

Fold the Open ends inwards and 

press them well. Now you can sew 

over them and maybe reinforce 

them a bit, as suggested. 

The strap is ready. All you need 

to do now is place the length ad-

justing ring, slide the strap 

into the snap hooks and fix it 

with a screw and a nut like 

before. Snap it to the rings and 

ready! 


